Ahstrad-Biological snakes' diverse locomotion modes and physiology make them supremely adapted for environment. To realize these snakes' noticeable features, we have developed a snake-like robot that has no any forward direction driving force. To enlarge the enviroumentadaptable ability of our d o t , in this study we discuss the creeping locomotion of our snake-like robot on a slope. A computer simulator is presented for analysis of the creep ing locomotion of our snake-like robot on a slope, and the environment-adaptable body shape for the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot on slope is also derived through this simulator.
I. INTRODUCTION
Snakes perform many kinds of movement that are adaptable to a given environment. Instead of being handicapped, the lack of limps, the considerable elongation of the body and the particular mode of locomotion have allowed snakes to expand into diverse environments. One of the snakes' assets is their ahility to immediately respond to a new environment by changing modes. In this study, we discuss the creeping locomotion of a snake-like robot on a slope and derive the slope-adaptable body shapes for our developed snake-like robot.
Snake as a biological machine, in spite of its simplicity, performs well in terms of changing its highly redundant body to adapt to the environment. Several snake-like robots that emulate snakes' motion were developed [Ill. The first serpentine robot was built by Hirose [I] , who recently canied out the gliding experiments on ice to show that the creeping motion is same as the principle of skating [21. How such mechanisms can locomote in a plane was studied in [l] and [3] . The snake robot locomotion theory based on Geometric Mechanics was also discussed for the serpentine robot [4] .
NEC developed a 3-dimensional motion robot for the purpose of search and rescue for survivors in collapsed buildings [51, GMD built another 3-dimensional motion robot by tendondriven mechanism [6] , and Hirose's group has also developed a 3-dimensional robot equipping with larger passive wheels [7] . We have also developed a snake-like robot for the purpose of clarifying the principle of snake-like robot's adaptability to the environment [SI. Beside the analysis of the serpentine motion, other movements were also analyzed [6, 9, 101. The robots which were developed or theoretically analyzed for serpentine motion, were assumed to creep along a given curve path without any sliding in the direction normal to the body axis. The snake-like robots, however, are always slipping in the normal direction, adding to the glide along the tangential direction. The authors have developed a simulator to simulate the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot, where the normal-direction slip adding to the glide along the tangential direction was included into consideration [3] . The optimal body shape of our snake-like robot creeping on the horizontal plane was also derived to adapt to the environment change [31. To enlarge the environment-adaptable ability of the snake-like robot, the creeping locomotion of snake-like robot on a slope should be also discussed. The analysis of the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot that climbs on a slope, however, has not been fully discussed, even though the possible climbing motion on a slope from a plane was given through increasing the initial winding angle [Z] .
In this study, we discuss the creeping ldcomotion of our snake-like robot on a slope and present a simulator of the snake-like robot that was developed for analysis of the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot that creeps on a slope. Through the comparison of the simulation results with the experimental results, we also show that the developed simulator can be used for the analysis of the creeping locomotion of snake-like robots on a slope and the derivation of their optimal body shape. Consider a snake-like robot creep on a slope with an angle of inclination $. An absolute coordinate as shown in figure  2 is set, where its x-axis is along the uphill direction and its For convenience, we also use the Serpenoid curve [3, SI as the basic body shape of the snake-like robot that creeps on the slope. The Serpenoid curve is given by the curvature function where K , gives number of the S-shape, a0 is the initial winding angle, L(= = ne) is the whole length of robot body, and sp is the body length along the body curve, respectively. We assume that the snake-like robot holds its shape on the Serpenoid curve and the body shape changes with respect to the change of the Serpenoid curve while moving on the slope. In this case, the i-th joint variable in relative value 
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DYNAMICS OF A SNAKE-LIKE ROBOT ON A SLOPE
While a snake-like robot creeps on a slope, it is always slipping in the normal direction, adding to the glide along the tangential direction. To analyze the creeping motion of the snakelike robot on a slope, the robot dynamics and its interaction with the environment must be considered. In this section, we first formulate the dynamics of the snake-like robot that creeps on a slope, and then model the interaction of the robot with environment.
A. Robot dynamics
Each link of the snake-like robot on a slope can be modeled as figure 3 (a) . On the basis of the Newton-Euler equation, the robot dynamics can be derived and summarized as 
B.
We have utilized the wheel on our robot to generate the different friction between the tangential and normal directions. The interaction of the robot with the environment is expressed by the Coulomb friction in this study. As shown in figure 3 (b), the friction force along the tangential direction, f f:, and that along normal direction, f f r, are thus given by Interaction of mbot with envimnment
where pi and pLn express the friction coefficients in tangential direction and normal direction, while 6,rt and 6"' ' express the displacement at the friction point. The friction forces along the z-axis and y-axis can be thus derived through ff; =ff;,i-ff;s,, ff; = rfiSi + rJrs, Note that the gravity affected the locomotion of the snakelike robot that creeps on a slope, by the gravity terms through Mo and mo and by the friction force as shown in equations (7) and (8).
Iv. SIMULATOR TO SIMULATE CREEPING LOCOMOTION OF A SNAKE-LIKE ROBOT ON A SLOPE
Based on the formulation in section 3, the analysis of the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot on a slope can be performed. We first give the derivation of the robot motion with input of the shape change or joint torques, and then ~. . A. Shape to motion: 0 =+ pa, T Here, we derive the whole robot motion, while giving, the shape change through the joint variables 8
( t ) , 8 ( t ) , and 8(t).
From the relation of the absolute value of joint angles to their relative value, 4; = $;-I + B;, we have, 6 = E8 + e40 (9) where e = [l 1 p n x ( n -1 ) E ...
Solving equation (6) and substituting equation (9) 
Equation (1 1) is a n-dimensional linear equation of n un-
known variables, T (E and c$a (E R). Solving equation
(1 I), we thus can obt%in the joint torques T and the first link rotation acceleration $0. Substituting these values into equation (IO), we can have the firs! joint moving acceleration p a .
The first link rotation velocity and its angle 40, the first link moving velocity Po and its moving distance pa, are obtained through integration. Thus, the robot motion is derived in the case of body-shape changing. The necessary joint torques to generate the robot motion are obtained at the same time.
B .

rived. Substituting equation (IO) into equation (S), we have
Torque to motion: T + PO, 6
Giving the joint torques T ( t ) , the whole robot motion is de-
Equation (12) is ;?so a n-dimensional linear equation of n unknown variables q5 (E L"). Solving this equation, we thus can obtain the link rotation acceleration q5. Substituting these values into equation (lo), the first joint moving acceleration po can be obtained. Same as above, the link rotation velocities 4, the joint rotation angles 6, the fiist link moving velocity p o and its moving distance P O , are obtained through integration. Thus, the robot motion is derived in the case to input torque to each joint.
C. Computer simulator
Based on the above equations, a computer simulator shown in figure 4 has been developed to simulate the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot on a slope, with consider- This simulator makes possible to analyze the creeping locomotion of snake-like robot that moves on a slope. For easily understanding, figure 8 shows the comparison of the optimal a0 and its low limit between the experimental result and the simulation result. Totally, we can say that the simulation result shows same trend with the experimental result, thus the developed computer simulator would be possibly (h) Optimal a. To show the influence to the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot by K,, while the snake-like robot creeps on a slope, we have also performed the simulation for the cases of K,, = 1 and K,, = 3. Other parameters are same as that in the case of K,, = 2. Figure 10 shows the obtained results.
As seen, the snake-like robot shows the maximum climbing velocity uphill while K , = 1, but the necessary joint torques are large as shown in figure 11. While K,, = 3, the climbing speed uphill of the robot is small hut the joint torques are also larger than that of the case K , = 2. Moreover, the joint numher 12 sounds not enough since the discrete error is large for the case of K , = 3. While K, = 2, the propelling velocity U along the slope is not decreased large and the joint torques show smallest values. For our snake-like robot, the case of K, = 2 is, thus, better utilized.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we modeled the robot kinematics, dynamics developed a computer simulator to simulate the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot on a slope. This simulator makes possible to analyze the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot with the normal-direction slip, coupling to the glide along the tangential direction, while the robot climbs on a slope. Through comparing the simulation result and the experimental result, we know that the developed simulator can be used to analyze the creeping locomotion of the snake-like robot on the slope and derivation of the optimal locomotion curves adapted to the environments. Through computer simulation, we also know that the case of K , = 2 is better used for our snake-like robot since it shows larger propelling velocity along the slope and the smallest necessary joint torques.
At last, we acknowledged that this research is partially sup- 
